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Day 2 – Thursday – Nov 7, 2019
9:00 – 9:30 Welcome, Reflections from Day 1
9:30 – 10:30 Putting Science of the Positive into Action
10:30 – 10:45 ---Break---
10:45 – 12:00 Focusing on Norms & Strategic Planning
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch Onsite
1:00 – 2:30 Community Spirit Messages
2:30 – 3:00 Reflections & Evaluations
3:00 End – Happy Trails…Until We Meet Again!



www.MontanaInstitute.com



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are excited to invite you to join us in Big Sky Montana for our 22nd Annual “Montana Summer Institute” Tuesday-Thursday June 23-25.  Folks will gather from all across the country to learn and network together.  Every year offers something new and exciting.  This year’s theme is focusing on Community Narratives.  How can we re-frame our messaging and public dialogue for bigger impacts.  Registration is open now at MONTANAINSTITUTE.COM.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also offer an incredible Pre-Institute day!  We encourage you to take in one of our three Pre-Institute Tracks the day before the Institute Proper.  This year’s Tracks will focus on:Positive Community Norms Intensive Seminar for a step-by-step deep dive into this approach. This day-long event will provide the information and insights you need to get a new campaign up and running or keep an existing effort on track for success. Highly recommended for first-time attendees. Healthy Outcomes from Positive Experience (H.O.P.E.) Seminar, and learn how positive childhood experiences can mitigate the impact of ACEs (Adverse Childhood Experiences) on health outcomes, promote resilience, and open new and exciting avenues for promoting health in children and adults. Come prepared to set actionable goals that will help you infuse H.O.P.E. into a variety of programs and strategies.Positive Community Norms Message Development & Social Media Lab. Spend the morning learning to create positive, normative messages that challenge misperceptions and promote behavior change. Devote the afternoon to exploring the promise and pitfalls of sharing campaign messages on Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, and Twitter, and creating your own social media plan. Open to returning attendees who have completed the PCN Intensive Seminar. 



SESSION GUIDELINES
Based upon the Seven Core Principles of the Science of the Positive

1. BE POSITIVE - Speak words that encourage.
2. BE PRESENT - Be here now. Phones off. Stay engaged.
3. BE PERCEPTIVE - See, hear & experience new things. 
4. BE PURPOSEFUL - Make meaningful connections.
5. BE PERFECTED - Dare to improve.  Seek a growth mindset.
6. BE PROACTIVE - Imagine new ways of being effective.
7. Be PASSIONATE - Enjoy this time and share your inspiration.



The Seven Core Principles 
of the Science of the Positive

A Structured Reflection Workshop



Seven Core Principles
1. Positive
2. Present
3. Perceptive
4. Purposeful
5. Perfected
6. Proactive
7. Passionate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Establish who we are (individually and organizationally)Create an outline for how we communicate who we are with othersGuide our actions



Principles…

• Shape our experience

• Train our minds

• Guide our actions

• Direct our reflections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I like to think of principles as guides on our life’s journey- When things get murky or confusing at work or in our relationships – Principles become beacons of hope and help us to find the path or direction.  The Seven Core Principles:1.	They help us focus and connect to our essence (our Spirit) which  can shape our experience.2.	Principles help guide our thinking, our rationale – and our application of science through a discipline training of our minds3.	They guide our actions – help us know what we should do, or what to communicate, and where to invest the focus of attention 	and resources4.	Principles direct our reflections – our important time of contemplation.  They help us return to what matters most in our lives.  	They serve as milestones and	waypoints for evaluation of projects and efforts.



Workshop Process

The Montana 
Institute presents
The Seven Core 
Principles
workbook

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure you are journaling and working from THE SEVEN CORE PRINCIPLES WORKBOOK.  This resource is provides more in-depth information for each principle and has specific reflections questions and space to write.And…



Internal

How we perceive 
ourselves and our 
purpose.  They 
guide our lives in 
relation to other 
people, the world 
and Spirit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something that is critical in our work as transformational leaders – is to be aware of both an INTERNAL as well as an EXTERNAL focus.  This becomes true for us a both individuals and collectively as organizations.  When we think about an INTERNAL focus we think about ..How we perceive ourselves and our purpose.  They guide our lives in relation to other people, the world and Spirit. 



External

How we guide our 
interactions with 
other people and 
communities that 
we and our 
organizations 
serve. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we apply the principles EXTERNALLY, we think about …How we guide our interactions with other people, or communities that we and our organizations serve.  



Deeper Study 
and 

Contemplation

Purchase at Amazon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One other resource is a small book that I published by request from some of my clients, entitled, “Seeds of Fire – Roots of Hope: Seven Principles of Inspiration for the Courageous Leader.”Much of this work is about thinking differently – and this book of contemplations will aid in you by prompting reflection on each of the core principles.Now…



7 Core Principles 

From Individual 
Reflection to 
Organizational 
Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I like to think of principles as guides on our life’s journey- When things get murky or confusing at work or in our relationships – Principles become beacons of hope and help us to find the path or direction.  The Seven Core Principles:1.	They help us focus and connect to our essence (our Spirit) which  can shape our experience.2.	Principles help guide our thinking, our rationale – and our application of science through a discipline training of our minds3.	They guide our actions – help us know what we should do, or what to communicate, and where to invest the focus of attention 	and resources4.	Principles direct our reflections – our important time of contemplation.  They help us return to what matters most in our lives.  	They serve as milestones and	waypoints for evaluation of projects and efforts.





ACT Missouri’s 7 Core Principles

1. WE SERVE AS A TEAM (POSITIVE)
2. WE PAY ATTENTION (PRESENT)
3. WE SEEK THE WHOLE PICTURE (PERCEPTIVE)
4. WE PROMOTE HEALTH (PURPOSEFUL)
5. WE STRIVE TO KEEP IT REAL (PERFECTED)
6. WE LEAD BY SERVING (PROACTIVE)
7. WE CELEBRATE A HEALTHY MISSOURI (PASSIONATE)



Missouri
Network’s Seven Core Principles

• We are enthusiastic about prevention. (Positive)
• We are in the now. (Present)
• We choose to perceive a deeper truth in our environments. (Perceptive)
• We unite through the spirit of prevention. (Purposeful)
• We are willing to learn and transform to be effective. (Perfected)
• We align our efforts to create solutions. (Proactive)
• We energize, motivate each other, and celebrate our 

successes. (Passionate)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tammie Read These Principles out loud… and NOTE DO THIS WITH STUDENT GROUPS TOO…..  Student group versus kids or youth…



The Seven Core 
Principles

&
Your Community



Group 
Activity

7 Core Principles 
and Your 

Community

Presenter
Presentation Notes




The Seven Core Principles &
Your Community



Getting Started With The Science of the Positive
7 Core Principle Questions Connecting to 7 Action Steps

Core Principle Science of the Positive 
Action Step 

Core Principle Planning 
Questions 

1. Be Positive Connect How will “the Positive” be expressed?

2. Be Present Assess What current needs & strengths assessed?

3. Be Perceptive Envision What perceptions are being addressed?

4. Be Purposeful Plan What is the BIG purpose of the plan?

5. Be Perfected Explore What improvements might be needed?

6. Be Proactive Integrate What proactive engagements are in place?

7. Be Passionate Evaluate How is it inspiring and energizing? 

Linkenbach, 2017 
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Focusing on  
Norms & Strategic 

Planning



Science of the Positive Café Process
Four Rounds of Conversation

 One person at your table will act as a 
HOST and will not move between rounds

 Everyone else will move between rounds

The HOST will make take notes and 
make sure everyone gets a chance to 
speak.



Science of the Positive Café Process
Round One (SPIRIT first…)

• Think of a time when you have been inspired in your 
work in the last three months? 

• Look 5-10 years ahead – what positive vision gives 
you hope and inspiration for children and families 
across our state? 

HOST: Please make sure everyone gets a chance to speak.





BIG NEXT Café Process

Frontloading… Before we Begin…

Before we begin talking…  

Please take 5 minutes and write down as many positive, protective 
factors as you can. These can be based on science and research or what 

you feel is important based on your experiences. 



Science of the Positive Café Process
Round Two (SCIENCE)

What science or data would you like to know in order to help us 
achieve our positive vision for a healthy and safe Missouri?  

Are there specific areas or topics that you would like to gather more 
data/research on to inform our vision?

HOST: Please make sure everyone gets a chance to speak.





Science of the Positive Café Process
Round Three (ACTION)

• Share one change you will make in the next 30 days that could have 
a profound positive impact on your work?

• What would you like to see differently in this state as a result of 
our efforts to build a healthy and safe Missouri?  

HOST: Please make sure everyone gets a chance to speak.





Science of the Positive Café Process
Round Four (RETURN)

Reflections

What are some of the things you heard or 
learned through this activity? 



Reflection:

What did you 
learn from this 

activity?
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Community 
Spirit Messages



Science of the 
Positive

Cycle of 
Transformation



Guiding Questions
Spirit
What will be the spirit of our work?

Science
How will we approach the science?

Action
What will be our actions?

Return
What returns will we seek?



Spirit
What will be the spirit of our work?

• On your own, take 5-10 minutes and generate ideas around 
community messages that really connect with you.  If you were 
leading the development of a marketing campaign for a healthy 
and safe Missouri, what are some of the themes you think are 
critical to convey.  Think of themes that will bring inspiration 
and connectivity.  



Science
How will we approach the science?

• Get up and find one other person who is not from your agency 
and take 10 minutes to each share your ideas.  

• Consolidate into 5 of the best ideas. 



Action
What will be our actions?

• As a pair, find another pair and share your top 5 ideas and 
narrow it down to 3.  

• If you were in a rock band, what would be the name of your 
group – write that down on a piece of paper, along you’re your 
top 3 ideas.  



Return
What returns will we seek?

• Stay where you are at for reflections;
• We are going to around with the mic and all of you can share 

your 3 ideas.  





Reflect Back
What are some of the most 
useful and meaningful 
things you learned today?

http://bp2.blogger.com/__y8S8Ej1N-4/SCG1j_ME-oI/AAAAAAAAAL0/jOFM1Q6f1Ko/s1600-h/rear-view+mirror.jpg


What are some of the ‘BIG’ 
things you have  heard or 
thought about over these 

past 2 days?



MontanaInstitute.com
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